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04/21/04 
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #38 
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE  
DAY 4 – 0400 HOURS 
 
Campaign Status: 
 
Offensive operations continue at a rapid rate. All indications are that campaign Day 4 will be an excellent 
opportunity to break the will of DPRK forces with a major move to take Wonsan. Though dangerous to 
speculate further than that, taking Wonsan will provide the base for a two axis attack on P’yongyang; north 
from Seoul and west from Wonsan. 
 
Objective: 
 
Our objective for this mission is the destruction of an important underground war material producing 
factory. 
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Planning/preflight: 
 
We will be flying lead in a 4-ship F-16CG flight departing from Osan AFB. A 4-ship flight of F-16CJs from 
Seoul will precede our flight into the target area to provide SEAD coverage: 
 

 
 
The main threats to the strike flight consist of the 280th AAA Battalion located just south-east of the target 
and the 281st AAA Battalion located directly on-top of the target: 
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On my first look at the intel briefing screen I was a bit puzzled as to how exactly to approach this target. 
There was no visible indication of the main portion of the target, the underground factory, but the two 
bunkers listed in the briefing were readily identifiable. I figured the factory must lie underground between 
the two bunkers, but I was puzzled as to how I was going to designate that spot during the mission: 
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The load-out for our mission consists of 4 AMRAAM missiles, 2 GBU-27/PEN laser-guided bombs, and for 
targets of opportunity I also replaced the default loaded fuel tanks with 4 CBU-58A/B bombs. 
 
Debrief: 
 
As I climb into the cockpit I’m excited by the fact that I can see a tinge of sunlight starting to color the 
eastern sky. While night-time missions are beautiful in their own right, with the warm glow of the cockpit 
lights feeling like home, the day-time missions are when the real work and progress is made! 
 
Cleared by the tower we roar off into the lightening sky: 
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I enter a gentle climbing turn over the airfield to pick up the element (#3 and #4) before proceeding 
for the next steer-point. I order the flight into the spread formation and use the 15nm range and the 
EXP2 view (thanks for the hint from “Novice” over at Frugal’s!) to take a look at the data-linked display 
of my flight on the HSD: 
 

 
 
Out in front of us about 20 miles the SEAD flight is already picking a fight with the air-defenses leading 
up to the target area. One of them pops flares attempting to evade a surface-to-air missile: 
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While watching the SEAD flight do their thing I get a little behind and scurry to catch up with the 
normal routine. I enter the A2G mode and set my CBU ripple and burst-height settings (2 per pass, 
3000’ BA): 
 

 
 
Approaching one of the steer-points I spot a target on the radar moving rapidly south-bound. I 
designate him, query AWACS and they respond that it is a bogey. I wait a minute or two and re-query 
AWACS and they confirm he is hostile and ID him as a Tu-16, which I could have figured based on the 
extreme detection range (almost 80 miles): 
 

 
 
I keep my eye on him and apparently the SEAD flight is too busy with their task because he flies right 
over them continuing south-bound. The 4-ship SEAD flight have their jammers on and it is easy to pick 
out the bomber as he flies through them: 
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I switch to the A2A master mode and wait until the bomber is near 10 miles. As I prepare to launch on 
him I can see the smudge of smoke on the horizon left of our course which is the AAA exploding at the 
SEAD flight’s altitude: 
 

 
 
Fox-three! 
 

 
 
An easy kill, almost pitiful actually to see a lone bomber working south without an escort: 
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In keeping my nose on the bomber I’ve allowed myself to wander slightly inside the tracking ring for 
the AAA site so I ease about 90 degrees to the right (east) to lead my flight to an unobstructed path to 
the target area. I’ve also ordered them into trail formation for the attack: 
 

 
 
As we complete the turn to the right to fly on a tangent to the threat ring, I’m surprised to see my 
radar fill up with targets at the 40 mile range! That just HAS to be a large enemy strike force working 
their way south-west! I lock up the lead target, query AWACS and they confirm my suspicions with a 
reply that it is an Su-25: 
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With the lead aircraft designated, I hand the target off to the element (#3 / #4) and order them to 
engage with the “CHAINSAW” command, which will keep them in formation and make them engage at 
maximum range with their AMRAAMs: 
 

 
 
Wingman #3 fires his AMRAAM at maximum range and gets a kill on the lead Su-24:  
 

 
 
While my wingmen engage, I frantically cycle through the other targets looking for CAP fighters. I 
figure at worst they would be MiG-21s or multi-role Su-27s since my RWR never even made a squeak, 
which the J-11 (Su-27) usually sets off from quite a distance. As I scan through the targets though 
AWACS starts responding with some “friendly” calls, and soon I realize another flight of F-16s has 
already started mixing it up with the enemy strike force. Leaving the hunting up to that group I turn 
my attention back to our mission. 
 
First I decide to sick my element onto the AAA site south of the strike area. The reason for that is 
three-fold: 1) I can better manage a lone wingman on the attack run 2) I can save the elements GBUs 
for follow up strikes against the factory complex if my wingman and I miss 3) the AAA site needs to be 
dealt with anyway! 
 
I punch up my A2G mode, arm my laser designator, enter snow-plow mode on the GM radar to unslave 
it from the strike waypoint and slew the targeting cursor over the center of the threat ring on the HSD. 
Next I punch up the DBS2 (Doppler Beam Sharpening) mode to refine the image and soon the gun 
positions are clearly reflected on the MFD. I designate a likely group and hand the target off to the 
element: 
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My wingman and I press on toward the factory complex and I set my GM radar back to steer-point 
mode (STP) and am surprised at what the cursors reveal. The underground factory complex reflects 
back through the ground and I have a good image of what I assume is the factory complex sitting 
between the two hard targets which are the aforementioned bunkers. The other bright dots in a line 
and surrounding the site are the vehicles and guns of the 281st AAA battalion defending the site: 
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With the site coming up quickly I have little time to refine my plan so I pick a central target, order my 
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wingman to engage, then settle my own FLIR targeting pod on the western bunker: 
 

 
 
I settle up on the steering cue and watch the release timer count-down, pass the DTOS cue and press 
the pickle button and wait for the last second to expire: 
 

 
 
GBU away! 
 

 
 
The GBU tracks nicely down toward the bunker and some of the AAA guns show up in the background: 
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Boom! Huh? Short!! Damn! My crater opens up a hole just short of the bunker and I know I’ve missed: 
 

 
 
Needing some distance to re-orient myself for another run I work back south and decide to go ahead 
and make a CBU pass on the AAA site south of the strike area. I padlock a group of guns and roll in as 
AAA explodes all around me and the skies become black with smoke from exploding shells: 
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CBUs away! 
 

 
 
Boom! We get a few good hits on the widely dispersed AAA guns: 
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Pulling up and away from the AAA site I query AWACS, get an all clear, and set-up for a second run at 
the factory complex. I re-lock the factory area, but this time I settle my cursor dead center on the 
large square “box” representing the underground factory (but what’s wrong with this picture?): 
 

 
 
I peer though the HUD watching the release timer count down to zero while I hold the pickle button 
down. All around me, even up here at 20,000 feet, the flak is thick enough to walk on as the exploding 
shells boom around me, tracking me across the sky. The timer reaches zero and I wait to hear the 
“thunk” of the bomb leaving the airframe. And I wait. And I wait. Damn! Hung bomb!  
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I check my settings and immediately see my error. The GBU station isn’t lit up, so the bomb isn’t 
selected!! As I pass over the target, well out of bombing parameters I remedy the situation by hitting 
the weapons cycle key, illuminating station 3 and I watch with some satisfaction as my other 
wingman’s CBUs ripple across the site taking out more of the AAA guns: 
 

 
 
Turning back around I make my last run, with proper bomb settings, from north to south across the 
site. As I fly over the smoke from exploding flak still hangs in the air: 
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GBU away! Finally! 
 

 
 
Boom! That’s a shack dead center! 
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Continuing south I drop the last of my CBUs on the other AAA site and get a couple more hits but the 
annoying AAA radar avoids destruction keeping the threat ring frustratingly visible on the HSD. It’s 
worth noting however, that the SEAD flight did destroy the tracking radar of the AAA battalion directly 
defending the factory site! Good job guys! 
 

 
 
I call on all the wingmen to knock it off and rejoin the formation and we head back south toward home 
base. As we fly back the sun starts peeking over the eastern horizon bathing the whole area in a 
beautiful glow. The BMS atmospheric effects are just stunning: 
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Turning final I wonder what the mission outcome will be in the debrief: 
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Crossing the airport boundary I’m just amazed at how beautiful the sky looks with the sun coming up: 
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Conclusions: 
 
The mission is rated a complete success. My initial bomb drop missed the bunker. Wingman #2’s first 
pass was a CBU run since I designated a vehicle, not a building. Wingman #3 came through with the 
kill on the underground factory although my second bomb was credited with a hit on the factory as 
well. 
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It is interesting to see that so many SA-5s were launched against me because never once did my 
missile warning go off. I’m wondering if they have a back-up optical mode that can be used to engage? 
I also realized half-way through the mission (after the first bombing run) that I had left my nav and 
strobe lights on! I’ll bet I made a juicy target up there! 
 
The SEAD flight paid dearly for clearing out the bulk of the enemy defenses (and blinding the radar 
guided guns directly on top of the factory) with 3 aircraft shot down, 1 KIA, 1 MIA and 1 rescued 
<salute>: 
 

 
 
Post strike intel indicates the factory is 0% operational! 
 

 
 
And the damage now reveals the position of the factory relative to the two bunkers: 
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This was a thrilling mission to fly, with all the right elements. I was lucky to have a lot of loiter time 
over the target in a relatively low threat environment (no air threat) although I kept waiting for that 
one golden BB to hit me with all that flak around. 
 
I’m looking forward to flying some daylight missions now! 
 
BeachAV8R 
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It looks like you released that first Paveway at over 20,000 feet. Isn't 20K the maximum range of 
the laser designator? Could that be why the first bomb fell short? 
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Here comes the sun! A most excellent adventure, Beach. 
 
I wonder, why did you miss on the first bomb? Do you think doing the latt/long coordinates would 
help? I'm kinda looking forward to doing that, and learning some more about the UCP and DED. 
 
What would happen if you targeted the area between the bunkers? Probably nothing, my guess. 
Finally, I don't recall the "Ovrd" light being on in the weapons MFD. Obviously, didn't hurt 
anything, but what does it mean? 
 
I had a rather unusual mission last night, screwed it up big time. We were supposed to fly up 
North (that's 0 degrees  ) and then check in with the FAC for targets. I'd never done that before, 
but I figured it was through the AWACS menu, 2nd page. They never did respond with targets, so 
I flew around plunking stray bombers and got waxed by a Mig-29. Disaster all the way round. 
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 
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Which BMS version you running? Did you become a beta tester? :} 
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Hmm..I thought the upper limit for LGBs was 24,000 feet..but I can't remember..so you may be 
right! 
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20mm..I'm sure the lat/lon method would help..although I think that is best used for JDAMs, and I 
don't know if there is a "penetrating" type of JDAM..good point though! 
 
As for targeting between the bunkers, yeah..I did that on the second pass and it worked fine. The 
bomb hit dead center on the top of the factory complex..   
 
Lol..I feel your pain regarding getting waxed by the MiG-29. Sometimes it's hard to disengage and 
many times that ends up with me getting shot down..   
 
Oh..and "zero" degrees is actually "three-six-zero" degrees. All headings are given using 3 
numbers and there is no "zero-zero-zero" heading....I don't know why they picked 360..?   
 
BeachAV8R 
 
Edit: And I'm using the old BMS version .99... 
 
[ 04-22-2004, 17:06: Message edited by: BeachAV8R ] 
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No "0"? 
 
Remember who we're talking about here!  
 
-------------------- 
Pat Tillman (1976-2004): 
4 years Arizona State University, graduated with high honors. 
5 seasons National Football League player, Arizona Cardinals. 
Forever United States Army Ranger. 

From: tucson, az, usa | Registered: Jan 2001  |  IP: Logged 

All times are Eastern Time Zone  
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